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Louani Developments was 
originated in 2005, primarily as 

a developer of residential 
properties, and has since 

diversified into 
Louani Concrete Works.

In each of its projects, Louani
Developments has provided clients 
with a valuable asset of enduring 
quality and integrity. Louani
Developments thorough understanding 
of the South African building industry 
and its core principles of financial 
feasibility. Combined with design and 
aesthetic vision, consistently make for 
sound property investment 
opportunities.
With its proven track record of 
numerous residential developments, 
Louani Developments continues to 
deliver a superior product to residents 
and investors alike with its uniquely 
South African architecture, green 
approach, proven high return on 
investment and family centered 
lifestyle.
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BUILD



Vision

Mission

We strive to give our customers the highest standard 
of workmanship, the best value for money and to 
deliver on time.

To be known for creating the surprising factor in 
every home/structure we build.

To be the preferred contractor of choice.

Driven by the love for architecture, to excel in 
selling a lifestyle.
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JOHAN DEETLEFS
ARCHITECT

LOURENS WINTLE 
DIRECTOR

RENE PRETORIUS
ADMINISTRATION & FINANCE

RAYMOND MASINGI 
SITE FOREMAN
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” His love for Architecture and structures 
was the spark to the creation of Louani
Developments.”

” He’s commitment and hard work helped 
him to climb the ladder in the company.”

“He has always been fascinated by how 
a space designed in a certain way can 
influence your reaction as well as 
create an emotion.”

“Her experience in Administration & 
Finance as well as a qualification in 
Graphic design makes her a diligent 
valuable asset to the company.”
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SERVICESSERVICES

Architectural  designs

Construction services

Concrete works

Engineering services



STAND 5771 MIDSTREAM
WILLIAM HARRIS 

Lourens Wintle was contracted to build my house within the Midstream 
Meadows estate. He complete the project by the end of June 2018 within the 

agreed time frame which speaks to his project management abilities. The 
quality of the work performed was superior and was executed precisely in line 

with the house specifications. I found his input and advice throughout the 
build project insightful which assisted me in making informed decisions. 

Whenever there was an enquiry from myself with regard to the project, 
Lourens promptly responded and was always willing to meet and discuss 

matters. I found the entire experience quite pleasant  which I didn’t anticipate.
On a personal level, Lourens is a reliable and trustworthy individual that is 

easy to work with. Subsequently, Lourens has built me a pool as an extension 
to my house. This project was also executed flawlessly. I am comfortable to 

recommend Louani Development for any building project.

CLIENT REVIEWS



”This project was executed flawlessly””This project was executed flawlessly”

STAND 5771

PROJECT



CLIENT REVIEWS

STAND 5921 MIDSTREAM 
NICOLETTE DU RAND

I bought a building package from Louani Development and we immediately 
started planning. In January, the foundation was poured and the construction 

could officially begin.
I was amazed with the tempo that things were taking shape and even though 

Lourens took time to assist with some of the finishes selection and 
expertise. Working with Lourens and the various contractors were a pleasant, 

relaxed and exciting experience. The common goal was clear, and each of them 
collaborated in creating yet another masterpiece. The quality was never 

compromised and even some unforeseen challenges were dealt with smoothly 
and quickly.

I’ve been warned that building is stressful, but with Louani Developments 
I was able to really form a trust relationship and I would

recommend Louani Developments without a doubt to friends and family.



PROJECT

” A pleasant, relaxed and exciting experience”” A pleasant, relaxed and exciting experience

STAND 5921



PROFESSIONAL
BODIES



INSTAGRAM - LouaniDev

FACEBOOK – Louani Developments

GOOGLE MAPS – Louani Developments

WEB – www.louanidev.co.za

GOOGLE MAPS 

FACEBOOK 

INSTAGRAM 

WEB 
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012 880 0443 

rene@louanidev.co.za lourens@louanidev.co.za

www.louanidev.co.za

TRADING HOURS
08:00 – 16:00




